GOVERNMENT OF GOA
DIRECTORATE OF AGRICULTURE
KRISHI BHAVAN, TONCA, CARANZALEM – GOA

No.3/3/Agri Mech/AD(AE)2017-18/D.Agri/ 205 Dated : 02.11.2017

CIRCULAR

A special meeting was called by Director of Agriculture along with the Nodal Officer (e- governance) on 10th October 2017, to ascertain the technical issues in various modules including Mechanisation. It is approved and resolved to streamline the online/ offline issue of Mechanisation subsidy cases by processing the cases as per the flow chart shown below.

A. Machineries/ Equipments attracting subsidy upto 1.5 lakhs.

Administrative Approval

= DEO → AAO → ZAO

B. Machineries/ Equipments attracting subsidy above 1.5 lakhs.

Administrative Approval

= DEO → AAO → ZAO → MCO → AD(AE) → AO → DAO → DOA

C. Machineries/ Equipments attracting subsidy upto 3 lakhs.

Expenditure Sanction

= DEO → AAO → ZAO → MCO → AO → ACNT → DAO

D. Machineries/ Equipments attracting subsidy above 3 lakhs.

Expenditure Sanction

= DEO → AAO → ZAO → MCO → AO → ACNT → DAO → DOA

The subsidy cases pertaining to Groups, Societies to be cleared on offline mode as advised in e-governance meeting.

All the officers dealing with the scheme shall adhere to the contents of the circular to enable hassle free clearing of the subsidy cases.

(Nelson X Figueiredo)
Director of Agriculture

1. Zonal Agriculture Officers (All)
2. Mechanical Cultivation Officers (All)
3. The District Agriculture Office (North/ South)
4. A.D (AE)
5. Dy. Director of Agriculture (Extension)
6. Nodal Officer (e-governance), A.O (I.T)